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Common problems in behavioral 
pediatrics

Background on behavior analysis, the 
behavior analyst

Function
Treatments for common behavioral 

pediatric problems
Summary/Questions



Otitis media (48%)
Upper respiratory infections (41%)
Health maintenance (10%)
Asthma (10%)
 Injury (7%)
Fever (7%)
Gastroenteritis (7%)
Sinusitis (6%)
Skin Rashes (5%)
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 Behavior-based Problems (56-58%) of all well-
child visits (child-rearing and behavior 
management issues)
• Oppositional behaviors
• Sleep/bedtime problems
• ADHD
• Eating problems (picky, refusal)
• School behavior problems
• Infant management
• Recurrent pain 
• Toilet training
• Enuresis
• Encopresis 

Arndorfer, Allen, & Aljazireh (1999)



Oppositional behaviors
ADHD
School behavior problems
Encopresis 
Recurrent pain
Depression
Eating problems (picky, refusal)
Delinquency
Enuresis
Sibling/peer problems
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Designed to identify the purpose 
(function) a behavior serves for a child

Develops interventions focused on:
• Preventing problems
• Teaching replacement skills
• Responding effectively to behavior

Goal is to improve behavior and to 
enhance the quality of life for the child 
and their family
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Behavioral health professional
• Credentialed through a national organization 

(Behavior Analysis Certification Board; BACB) as 
well as licensed in some states

• Commonly referred to as a BCBA (master’s level) 
or a BCBA-D (doctoral level)



Why do people behave?
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6zJdw-FCkhs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6zJdw-FCkhs


When assessing a behavior problem, we 
look closely at three areas:
• What happens prior to the behavior (usually 

immediately)
• What the behavior itself “looks like”
• What happens after the behavior (immediately)

Before/
Antecedent

(A) 

After/
Consequence

(C)

Behavior
(B)



To determine:
• What happens (immediately) before the 

behavior
 And what we can modify to prevent its occurrence 

• What the behavior of concern “looks like” so we 
can accurately collect data on its frequency, 
intensity, etc.

• What (immediately) follows the behavior
 And what how we can respond effectively to the 

problem behavior in the future



 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6zJdw-FCkhs

• What problem behaviors do you see?
• What happens before?
• What happens after?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6zJdw-FCkhs


Behavior occurs to produce four main 
outcomes:
• Attention
• Access to tangibles
• Escape from an unwanted stimulus
• Sensory stimulation



 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6zJdw-FCkhs

• Now, what would you say the function of the 
problem behaviors you observed could be?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6zJdw-FCkhs


Oppositional behaviors
ADHD
School behavior problems
Encopresis 
Recurrent pain
Depression
Eating problems (picky, refusal)
Delinquency
Enuresis
Sibling/peer problems
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 It is important to find the reason a child is 
behaving a certain way, so when an 
intervention is developed we are able to 
select a replacement behavior that will 
(still) allow the child to achieve that 
outcome, just in a more appropriate way



Antecedent (before) Interventions:
• Desensitization or stimulus fading
• Modeling
• Distraction (non-contingent reinforcement)
• Non-contingent escape
• Behavioral momentum (high-probability 

sequencing) 
• Simulation training



Consequence-based strategies
• Differential reinforcement 
 Of other behavior
 Compliance with task
 Negative reinforcement 

• Escape extinction 



Preference/Reinforcer assessments
Rapport building
Selection of behavior for change to lead to 

most rapid, impactful outcome
• Consider history (rapid change with medications, 

etc.) and how that is not often the case with behavior
• Prioritization
• Parent training/education

Framing the intervention to fit their world 
view 

CONSISTENCY

Allen & Warsak (2000)



 5 steps of toilet training
• Only dress the child in underwear (NO MORE DIAPERS!)
 Make sure to have at least 10 pairs of underwear clean, and ready

• Fluid loading
• Scheduled sits
 Day 1: 15 minutes off toilet, 5 minutes on
 Day 2: 30 minutes off toilet, 5 minutes on

• Potty Party!
 Deliver social praise and preferred item(s) when child voids on the toilet

• Correction procedure
 If an accident occurs:
 Let child waddle in soiled clothing for about 1 minute (state, “no wet pants” or “we 

need to have try pants”)
 Give the child a clean pair of clothes and have them change themselves, clean the area 

of the accident, and wash their hands
 Resume schedule as normal



Azrin, N. & Foxx, R. Toilet Training in Less 
Than a Day:  A tested method for 
teaching your child quickly and 
happily. 



 We always rule out physiological factors first
 Then:

• List of goal foods
• List of current foods

 Blending and Pairing
• Good for all types of food selectivity (i.e., color, food, texture, brand)
• Involves mixing preferred and non-preferred foods gradually until the 

child eats the non-preferred food without the use of the preferred food
• Involves food preparation over several days or weeks
• Can be done during meal time or planned sessions

 Gradual exposure
• Applied to tantruming in response to new or non-preferred foods
• Introduces the new food to the child in a slow and controlled manner
 Food size is gradually increased

• Use motivation with each step (highly preferred food or toys)
• Can be done during meal time or planned sessions



 Williams, K. E., & Foxx, R. M. (2007).  Treating Eating 
Problems of Children with Autism Spectrum 
Disorders and Developmental Disabilities.  Austin, 
TX: Pro-Ed, Inc.  



Pediatricians and behavior analysts can 
work collaboratively, instead of in a 
parallel fashion to promote and maintain 
child health behavior



 Arndorfer, R., Allen, K., & Aljazireh, L. (1999). Behavioral Health 
Needs in Pediatric Medicine and the Acceptability of 
Behavioral Solutions: Implications for Behavioral 
Psychologists. Behavior Therapy, 30, 137-148.
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• bfronapfel@unr.edu
• Positive Behavior Support of Nevada Family Services
 Workshop model for various problem behaviors, offering classes         

and in home consultations 
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